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Pursuant to the Court’s June 2, 2008 Order, Defendants submit the following

response to Mr. Millson’s June 2, 2008 letter (the “Millson Brief”) critiquing Professor Bernard

Black’s submission to the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”). A copy of

Professor Black’s letter is attached hereto as Exhibit A..

Plaintiff’s submission approaches farce. Unable to deal with the evidence or the

case law, Plaintiff engages in improper and offensive ad hominem attacks on Defendants, and

even Professor Black, who is a colleague of one of Plaintiff’s experts.1 But federal securities law

cases are not supposed to be contests in who can write the best fiction or who can most creatively

parse statutory language, regardless of the case law and SEC interpretations that have grown

around the statute. We trust that the Court will notice the frequently absent citation to the record,

to case law or to SEC interpretive support, and carefully compare Plaintiff’s assertions to the

record. This will do far more in setting the record straight than Defendants could ever hope to

accomplish in the ten pages allotted for this response.

As the Court will recall, on May 22, 2008, it referred two specific questions to the

SEC. Professor Black’s submission to the SEC (the “Black Letter”) addresses those points. Mr.

Millson’s response does not. Instead, he criticizes the Black Letter for failing to focus on the

record evidence, which the Court never asked the SEC to do, and, which, in any event, would be

an impossible task for the SEC to accomplish under the circumstances. As set forth in great

detail in Defendants’ post-trial submissions, Plaintiff’s analysis of the beneficial ownership rules

1 Indeed, under CSX's view of the world, every witness who offered sworn testimony in this matter
supportive of Defendants' case was a “liar,” subjecting himself to the penalties of perjury.
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under Section 13(d) is simply wrong in numerous ways which we will not repeat here.2 In

addition, Plaintiff uses the Millson Brief as yet another occasion to distort the “record evidence”

to fit its theories, which are inconsistent with the facts. Although Defendants already have

responded at length to Plaintiff’s distortions of the factual record (see Defs. Reply Br. at 55-130),

we take this opportunity to point to a few of the more egregious examples in the Millson Brief.

Plaintiff’s Distortion of the Factual Record

The Millson Brief paints a misleading picture of Defendants’ investment as a

stealth attack on CSX in which Defendants secretly accumulated a large position in the Company

without disclosing their intentions to gain control. (Millson Brief at 4-5.) In fact, the evidence

conclusively establishes that CSX was hardly caught unaware of Defendants’ accumulation of

significant economic positions in CSX, but was fully and voluntarily informed by TCI of those

positions as well as of Defendants’ views on how to increase shareholder value. Thus, not only

did TCI disclose the fact that it was exposed to CSX through swap positions in conversation after

conversation with CSX management beginning in November 2006 (see Defs. Reply Br. at 55,

setting forth record evidence), but on March 2, 2007, TCI informed CSX that it had made a filing

under the Hart-Scott-Rodino Act to acquire more than $500 million of CSX stock, which CSX

disclosed in its first quarter 2007 10Q (id. at 22 n. 11; see also Defs. Br. at 18, 20).

2 See Defendants' Post-Trial Brief (“Defs. Br.”) at 33-57; Defendants' Corrected Post-Trial Reply Brief
Relating to the Claims of CSX Corporation (“Defs. Reply Br.”) at 12-23, analyzing case law and other authorities to
show, inter alia, that cash-settled equity swaps do not confer beneficial ownership of hedge securities; that
investment or voting power cannot be conferred based on the theoretical “influence” that Plaintiff's expert imputes
to Defendants based on the presumed economic rationality of swap counterparties' hedging behavior; and that the
existence of a plan or scheme to evade the disclosure requirements cannot exist where there is no obligation to
disclose and Defendants had legitimate reasons for using swap contracts to build an economic position tied to CSX.
In contrast to Defendants' analysis of the extant authority to support their positions, Plaintiff simply poses its view of
what it thinks the law should be without any citation to legal authority (Millson Brief at 20-24) and, as discussed
below, sets forth ad hominem arguments attacking Defendants for lying without any evidentiary support.
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In addition, the investing public has long known of TCI’s interest in CSX. CSX

disclosed not only that TCI had made an HSR filing (which, by definition means that TCI’s

investment in CSX was not passive) and held CSX common stock, but also that it had a

significant economic position through “derivative contracts tied to the value of CSX stock.”

(DX114 at 41.) Moreover, TCI disclosed its ownership of over 17 million shares of CSX stock

on Schedules 13F filed with the SEC on May 15, 2007, and again on August 14, November 14,

2007, February 14, 2008 and May 15, 2008. (Defs. Br. at 21, 89.) Most significantly,

Defendants’ December 19, 2007 Schedules 13D -- filed four months before CSX’s originally

scheduled Annual Shareholder Meeting and more than six months before the currently scheduled

meeting -- disclosed the fact that TCI and 3G had cash-settled equity swaps referencing CSX

shares, that gave them economic exposure to 11% and 0.8%, respectively, of CSX common

stock.

CSX’s disingenuous attempt to portray TCI’s acquisition of a position in CSX as

a “secret accumulation” is further belied by the numerous TCI statements that CSX itself relies

on in its submissions to the Court. At the same time that CSX seeks to hold TCI responsible for

“hiding their rapid accumulation” of an investment in CSX, CSX also criticizes TCI for

repeatedly telling CSX that TCI held a significant swap position and representing itself “in the

public arena” as a shareholder, citing numerous examples of such public behavior, beginning in

November 2006 and continuing beyond the date that Defendants filed their Schedules 13D.

(Millson Brief at 11-13.) Plaintiff cannot have it both ways. It cannot fault TCI for (i) sharing

with CSX’s senior management and investment advisors the nature and extent of TCI’s swap
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positions,3 and (ii) publicly demanding that CSX acknowledge its interest in the company, yet

excoriate its supposed secretive accumulation of an economic interest in CSX as a purported

scheme to evade the Section 13(d) disclosure requirements, in an attempt to use that alleged

violation as a weapon in this proxy fight. That is precisely what Congress took care to avoid in

enacting the Williams Act. See Treadway Cos. v. Care Corp., 638 F.2d 357, 380 (2d Cir. 1980)

(In enacting Section 13(d), “Congress expressly disclaimed an intention to provide a weapon for

management to . . . prevent large accumulations of stock . . . .”) (quoting Rondeau v. Mosinee

Paper Corp., 422 U.S. 49, 58, 95 S. Ct. 2069, 2076 (1975)).

In the absence of the requisite factual support, Plaintiff repeatedly resorts to

name-calling and unsupported factual assertions. For example, CSX asserts without any factual

support that “TCI has not converted . . . its swaps to physical shares [because] it would be very

expensive to do so, and they are confident they will either get the votes of the matched shares or

at least prevent them from being voted for the CSX slate.” (Millson Br. at 7.) Similarly, Plaintiff

asserts that the reason TCI told CSX about its swap position was to “intimidate management into

doing as it was told,” citing to paragraphs 120 and 130 of its own findings as support. (Millson

Brief at 6-7.) But nothing in those paragraphs supports Plaintiff’s contentions. Plaintiff further

contends that TCI did not unwind its swap positions and purchase physical shares after it filed its

Schedule 13D because “they are [sic] confident that they will either get the votes of the matched

3 Thus, CSX's board and management cannot be heard to complain that they were shocked to wake up one
morning to a “new” and significant stockholder on their doorstep, having never had an opportunity to assess the
nature or intentions of this surprise visitor. CSX not only was aware of the full nature and extent of TCI's holdings
and concerns with management since no later than December 2006, they were able to mount a counter-offensive
over a year ago through congressional lobbying and multiple communications with the SEC during which they laid
out CSX's view that the swaps conferred on TCI the beneficial ownership of the referenced shares. (DX 154
(Fitzsimmons Dep. 93:20-94:14).) Despite that counterattack, the SEC has never advised TCI that it had an
obligation to disclose its swap positions. (Trial Tr. 69:25-70:12.)
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shares or at least prevent them from being voted for the CSX slate,” without even attempting to

cite any evidence in support of that statement. (Id. at 7.) Nor is there any evidence cited for

Plaintiff’s bald assertion that the increase in hedge funds’ ownership of CSX stock, and decrease

in holdings by other institutions, would not have occurred had TCI filed a Schedule 13D when its

purported interest in CSX reached five percent. (Id.)

Perhaps most telling of Plaintiff’s desperation to create a record where none exists is its

mischaracterization of the testimony regarding the movement of shares around February 27,

2008, the original record date. That is not entirely surprising since the theory of Plaintiff’s case

rests heavily on an assumption that Deutsche Bank, TCI’s counterparty on just over 60% of its

swap contracts at the time (see DX 97), recalled shares it held as hedges against those swap

contracts so that it could vote them in accordance with TCI’s direction. But the evidence proved

otherwise: Paul Busby, the co-head of the securities lending department at Deutsche Bank

testified that no one at Deutsche Bank had requested a recall of CSX stock (Defs. Br. at 32-33;

Defs. Reply Br. at 65-66 (citing testimony)); and Deutsche Bank’s records confirm that there was

no recall (see Defs. Br. at 33; Defs. Reply Br. at 65). In a prime example of non sequitur,

Plaintiff boldly proclaims that Mr. Busby’s statement that he personally could not confirm what

had triggered the return of CSX shares to Deutsche Bank (Defs. Reply Br. at 66) “demonstrates

that the decision to return shares, and presumably to vote shares, is not made at the swap desk

level.” (Millson Brief at 7-8; see also id. at 18-20.) “Demonstrations” require evidence, and

CSX has offered none.

The remainder of Plaintiff’s attempts to show that TCI had some sort of “control”

over Deutsche Bank’s voting of its hedge shares is no more successful. Plaintiff
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mischaracterizes Defendants’ testimony about Austin Friars as evidence that TCI had “plan[s] to

use” a connection to Austin Friars to “influence” Deutsche Bank’s voting of any hedge shares it

may hold on the record date. (Millson Br. at 16-18.) Again, this is false. Rather, Defendants

testified that they hoped that they would be able to convince Austin Friars that its slate was

beneficial to shareholder value and that Austin Friars’ view of what was in Deutsche Bank’s

economic best interest could, in turn, be relevant to how Deutsche Bank might vote its

proprietary shares. (Defs. Br. at 22.) Defendants further testified that they had no conversations

with Austin Friars concerning voting shares held by Deutsche Bank, and the Deutsche Bank (and

Citigroup) witnesses who would have been necessary to vote any shares held as hedges testified

that (1) they had no communications with TCI about voting CSX shares held as hedges, and (2)

they had no contact with Austin Friars about the CSX shares held as hedges. (Defs. Br. at 42-

44.) This testimony does not support Plaintiff’s assertion that TCI had plans to influence

Deutsche Bank’s voting of its hedge shares, let alone that it had any control over the voting of

such shares.4 In fact, it shows the opposite.

Further, Plaintiff’s assertion that “the evidence shows that Deutsche Bank does

intend to vote the matched shares as TCI wishes” is flatly contradicted by the uncontradicted

testimony of the witnesses. (Millson Brief at 18.) Plaintiff’s citation to its own findings that

“Deutsche Bank is known for cooperating with hedge funds” based on examples from other

completely unrelated situations is simply inapposite, and is evidence of nothing in this case. (Id.

4 Nor does Plaintiff's assertion that Deutsche Bank had a prime brokerage relationship with TCI, and was
“looking for other business” from it, advance the ball for Plaintiff. (Millson Br. at 18.) As Defendants explained in
their post-trial briefing, the two prime brokers that TCI paid the highest brokerage fees were UBS and Morgan
Stanley. Thus, if TCI were hoping for a quid pro quo in terms of voting influence, it would be more likely to
allocate the bulk of its swaps to those brokers, rather than to Deutsche Bank or Citigroup. (Defs. Reply Br. at 63.)
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at 18, n.3.) The fact that Plaintiff would resort to such irrelevant and inadmissible “facts” as

evidence of how Deutsche Bank “intends to vote” any hedge shares it may hold should alert the

Court to the fundamental weakness of Plaintiff’s thesis in this case.

Moreover, Plaintiff repeatedly asserts unsupported conclusions drawn from

irrelevant, nonexistent, and often inconsistent facts. Thus, Plaintiff sets forth a list of bullet

points that purportedly illustrate the “lengths” Defendants went to in order to avoid public

disclosure of their economic interests in CSX. 5 (Millson Brief at 9-10.) In fact, none of the

points is in any way remarkable. Instead, they demonstrate an awareness by Defendants of when

their disclosure obligations would be triggered. Nor is there any truth to Plaintiff’s assertion that

TCI split its swap positions among numerous counterparties “to hide its investment from CSX

and the market as long as possible.” (Id. at 9; see also id. at 10, 11.) As explained above, CSX

was fully aware of Defendants’ economic interests tied to CSX, as well as of its ownership of

shares, and TCI was far from a secret investor. Rather than seeking to hide its position in CSX,

TCI split its positions among various counterparties to manage counterparty risk and maintain

the confidentiality of its specific trading strategies (Defs. Br. at 22-23) -- which is perfectly

legitimate and unrelated to the type of “rapid secret accumulations” that the Williams Act was

intended to prevent. In sum, Plaintiff repeatedly misstates (or makes up) the evidence in an

effort to create facts that simply do not exist to prove a theory that it has plucked out of thin air

in a desperate, “no dissidents on board,” attempt to fend off Defendants’ legitimate bid for

5 Of course, the fact Plaintiff simply refuses to address because it undermines its theory of the case is why
TCI would repeatedly disclose to CSX - the purported victim of TCI's secret scheme - the exact nature and extent of
its swap position.
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representation on the CSX Board. The Court should not permit this unwarranted use of the

Williams Act as a sword to entrench management rather than a shield to protect investors.

Plaintiff’s Mischaracterization of the Black Letter

In addition to mischaracterizing the factual record, CSX’s counsel also

extensively mischaracterizes Professor Black’s submission to the SEC. We will not delineate

here the litany of false assertions regarding Professor Black’s letter made by Mr. Millson.

Suffice it to say that Professor Black’s letter to the SEC says what it says, and not what Mr.

Millson claims it says.

CSX also has submitted to the Court a copy of a letter sent to the SEC by

Professors Joseph Grundfest, Henry Hu (whose designation as a testifying expert for CSX was

previously withdrawn) and Marti Subrahmanyam (who did testify for CSX), purportedly to

address Judge Kaplan’s questions and to respond to Professor Black’s submission. Like the

Millson Brief, the letter submitted by Professors Grundfest, Hu and Subrahmanyam repeatedly

mischaracterizes the record. In addition, it primarily addresses a question that Judge Kaplan did

not ask the SEC, and which Professor Black did not address in his submission – whether

Defendants’ use of cash-settled equity swaps violate the anti-evasion provisions of Rule 13d-

3(b).

CSX’s experts do not disagree with Professor Black’s conclusion that the use of

equity swaps alone can not constitute a plan or scheme to evade the reporting requirements of

Section 13(d). Rather, they assert that the “[d]efendants engaged in six distinct forms of conduct

that, taken together, establish a ‘scheme to evade the reporting requirements’ as opposed to a

legitimate, good-faith structuring of a transaction that relies on derivative market contracts in
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order legitimately to avoid Section 13(d) reporting requirements.” (Grundfest et al. Letter at 2.)

However, as demonstrated below, the factors relied upon by CSX’s experts either are present in

every case where there has been an underlying purchase of a 5% economic ownership position

by an activist investor, or simply do not constitute any evidence of a plan or scheme to evade

one’s reporting requirements. In other words, CSX’s experts are unable to distinguish

Defendants’ conduct at issue in this case from those of any other investor who seeks

“legitimately to avoid Section 13(d) reporting requirements.”

For instance, according to CSX’s experts, one of the factors that purportedly

establishes evasion is that Defendants acquired a position in equity swaps that if held in the form

of voting equity would trigger a Section 13(d) disclosure. (Id. at 8.) However, this factor

obviously will apply in every case of interest since if there is no 5% economic ownership, then

Section 13(d) does not apply, and it makes no difference whatsoever whether an investor holds

shares, equity swaps, or any financial instrument (such as debt) that is not equity. The fact that

Defendants purportedly engaged in a “course of conduct typical of activist shareholders”

likewise has no significance to the determination of whether a scheme to evade exists. (Id.) An

investor who has engaged in activism also will be present in every case of interest since if the

investor is passive, it would file only on Schedule 13G, even if it held more than 5% of the

company’s shares. Similarly, the fact that information regarding Defendants’ “equity or

derivative positions” activities may be material, and that Defendants’ use of equity swaps

“facilitates the rapid and low-cost acquisition of a reportable position” upon the unwind of the

swap position does not, even assuming these assertions are true, distinguish Defendants’ conduct

from any other activist investment who purchases equity swaps. (Id.)
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The remaining two factors relied upon by CSX’s experts simply have no

relevance to a determination of whether a plan or scheme to evade one’s reporting requirements

exists. For instance, nowhere do CSX’s experts offer any explanation as to why the purported

efforts by Defendants to influence the voting position of certain swap counterparties who held

matched shares evidences a scheme to evade.6 Seeking to influence simply is not evidence of a

scheme to evade. Likewise, a desire not to hold more than a 5% economic ownership through

equity swaps with any one dealer because of a belief that if the dealer hedged with matched

shares, the dealer would have to make a Section 13 filing disclosing its ownership does not

support an assertion that one is engaging in a plan to evade one’s reporting requirements. Since

Defendants’ respective positions were not reportable because they did not convey beneficial

ownership of any matched shares, then the existence of those positions is the Defendant’s private

information, and they should be able to legitimately limit leakage of information about those

positions.

In short, none of the factors relied upon by CSX’s experts, either taken separately

or in combination with one another, support the assertion that Defendants engaged in any sort of

plan or scheme to evade the reporting obligations of Section 13(d).

6 CSX's experts' letter to the SEC also misquotes from Interpretive Release on Rules Applicable to Insider
Reporting and Trading, Exchange Act Release No. 18,114 (1981), and purports to find in it the SEC's statement that
an effort to “influence” voting can be generate a finding of beneficial ownership under Section 13. However, this
Interpretive Release is concerned with Section 16, not Section 13. Although the Interpretative Release states that
beneficial ownership under Section 16 is interpreted broadly, it does not state that about Section 13. To the
contrary, it states that “Rule 13d-3 sets out a very detailed definition of beneficial ownership for purposes of the
reporting requirements under Section 13(d) and the Commission's tender offer rules. While the concepts of
beneficial ownership under Section 16(a) and under Rule 13d-3 have much in common, the former stresses the
economic benefit to be derived from the securities and the latter emphasizes the ability to control or influence the
voting or disposition of the securities. As a result, different determinations of beneficial ownership under the section
and rule are possible.” In other words, Rule 13d-3 is “very detailed” and speaks for itself. The SEC has not said,
here or elsewhere, that an attempt to “influence” voting through persuasion, without more, constitutes beneficial
ownership under Section 13(d).
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Dated: New York, New York
June 4, 2008

SCHULTE ROTH & ZABEL LLP

By: /s/ Howard O. Godnick_______
Howard O. Godnick
Michael E. Swartz
Yocheved Cohen
919 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10022
Telephone: (212) 756-2000
Facsimile: (212) 593-5955
howard.godnick@srz.com
michael.swartz@srz.com
yocheved.cohen@srz.com

Attorneys for Defendants The Children’s
Investment Fund Management (UK) LLP,
The Children’s Investment Fund
Management (Cayman) Ltd., The
Children’s Investment Master Fund,
Christopher Hohn and Snehal Amin
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